Greater Pupil Size in Response to Emotional Faces as an Early Marker of Social-Communicative Difficulties in Infants at High Risk for Autism
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Abstract

When scanning faces, individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have shown reduced visual attention (e.g., less time on eyes) and atypical autonomic responses (e.g., heightened arousal). To understand how these differences might explain sub-clinical variability in social functioning, 9-month-olds, with or without a family history of ASD, viewed emotionally-expressive faces, and gaze and pupil diameter (a measure of autonomic activation) were recorded using eye-tracking. Infants at high-risk for ASD with no subsequent clinical diagnosis (HRA-) and low-risk controls (LRC) showed similar face scanning and attention to eyes and mouth. Attention was overall greater to eyes than mouth, but this varied as a function of the emotion presented. HRA- showed significantly larger pupil size than LRC. Correlations between scanning at 9 months, pupil size at 9 months, and 18-month social-communicative behavior, revealed positive associations between pupil size and attention to both face and eyes at 9 months in LRC, and a negative association between 9-month pupil size and 18-month social-communicative behavior in HRA-. The present findings point to heightened autonomic arousal in HRA-. Further, with greater arousal relating to worse social-communicative functioning at 18 months, this work points to a mechanism by which unaffected siblings might develop atypical social behavior.
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The ability to recognize and respond appropriately to facial expressions of emotion is a hallmark of face processing and social competence, and a growing body of work has focused
on characterizing the behavioral and neural correlates of emotion processing (e.g., Batty & Taylor, 2003; Morris et al., 1998; Nelson & de Haan, 1996; Peltola, Leppanen, Maki, & Hietanen, 2009; Pourtois et al., 2004). This research has spanned infancy through adulthood (for reviews, see Leppanen & Nelson, 2009, 2012, and Righi & Nelson, 2013), and has recently expanded to include atypically-developing populations, such as children with autism spectrum disorder (for a review, see Nuske et al., 2013).

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by social and emotional impairments in conjunction with communicative difficulties and restricted interests and patterns of behavior. Individuals with ASD show atypicalities in the behavioral processing of emotionally-expressive faces, including impaired emotion recognition (e.g., Ashwin et al., 2006; Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; Celani et al., 1999). Eye-tracking evidence indicates that they spend less time looking at core features (e.g., eyes, mouth) when scanning emotional faces (e.g., Dalton et al., 2005; de Wit et al., 2008; Pelphrey et al., 2002; for a review, see Guillon et al., 2014), and this has been proposed as a mechanism by which individuals with ASD might develop difficulty interpreting social and emotional information (Pelphrey et al., 2002).

Recent research has further posited that atypical regulation of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) in children with ASD could contribute to difficulties with social processing. The sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the ANS work together to promote appropriate physiological responses. The polyvagal theory, put forth by Porges (e.g., 2007), discusses how the balance in these two systems contributes to social engagement. For example, increased levels of parasympathetic control can modulate sympathetic arousal, resulting in a calm physiological state that allows for improved social responses. Studies have found atypicalities in individuals with ASD which reflect an imbalance in sympathetic and parasympathetic influences on the ANS, including larger tonic pupil size and lower levels of salivary alpha-amylase, an enzyme reflecting one of the key components of pupillary responses, the norepinephrine system (Anderson & Colombo, 2009; Anderson et al., 2013). Abnormalities have also been found in ASD for cardiac parasympathetic activity, including increased heart rate and reduced respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA; e.g., Bal et al., 2010; Ming et al., 2005; Van Hecke et al., 2009). Bal, Van Hecke, and others discuss the important relations between high RSA and improved control of the sympathetic influences to the ANS, and in line with the polyvagal theory, children with ASD who have higher RSA showed better social skills (Van Hecke et al., 2009) and faster emotion recognition (Bal et al., 2010; see Quintana et al., 2012, for a parallel finding in healthy adults).

Work has also looked at atypicalities in the sympathetic responses of individuals with ASD, with several studies suggesting heightened physiological states, or hyperarousal, in ASD (e.g., Dalton et al., 2005; Joseph et al., 2008; Kushki et al., 2013; Kushki et al., 2014). Joseph et al. (2008) measured skin conductance responses (SCRs) in older children with ASD as they viewed faces and found that the ASD group showed greater SCRs in response to faces and a negative correlation between arousal and face recognition, whereby larger SCRs related to worse task performance. Relatedly, Kaartinen et al. (2012) found that increased SCRs in response to faces with direct gaze in children with ASD were associated with greater impairments in social skills. The amygdala, a neuroanatomical structure known...
to play a crucial role in emotional reactivity, has also been examined for relations between arousal and social motivation and behavior. Dalton et al. (2005) studied brain responses of older children with ASD during an fMRI task of face processing and found larger responses in the amygdala in ASD as compared to controls. Kleinhans et al. (2010) used fMRI in adults with ASD and found increased amygdala activity in response to emotional faces was related to increased social anxiety. These studies suggest heightened sympathetic arousal in individuals with ASD, as well as links between increased physiological states and social abilities in ASD. Some studies have also found profiles of hypoarousal, or decreased physiological responses, in ASD (e.g., Hirstein et al., 2001; Schoen et al., 2008), and continued work is needed to clarify what causal roles hyperarousal and hypoarousal might have on social impairments in individuals with ASD (see Keehn et al., 2013 and Senju & Johnson, 2009 for further discussion).

With behavioral and physiological evidence pointing to atypicalities in face processing in children and adults with ASD, questions remain about when these patterns emerge and whether these early traits might be present even in those individuals without a diagnosis but with familial vulnerability to ASD. Atypicalities in social and emotional processing have been identified in first-degree relatives of individuals with ASD (e.g., Adolphs, et al., 2008; Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Dalton et al., 2007; Dawson et al., 2005; Dorris et al., 2004; Wallace et al., 2010). Dorris et al. (2004) found that unaffected siblings of individuals with ASD showed impairments in using information conveyed in the eyes to identify emotional expressions as compared to control participants. Dawson et al. (2005) found that parents of children with ASD showed atypicalities in electrophysiological responses to faces that were similar to those found in children and adults with ASD. Work by Dalton et al. (2007) found that unaffected siblings of individuals with ASD showed significantly less time fixating on eyes as compared to controls, and showed significantly decreased activation in the right fusiform gyrus than controls as measured using fMRI, a region that is highly involved in face processing in typically-developing adults (e.g., Kanwisher, et al., 1997; Tong et al. 2000).

To understand the development of impairments in emotional processing in ASD and those with increased familial risk of ASD, work has begun to focus on infant siblings of children with ASD, who have as high as a 1 in 5 chance of developing the disorder (e.g., Elsabbagh & Johnson, 2010; Ozonoff et al., 2011), as compared to 1 in 68 in the general population (Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring Network, 2014). Longitudinal studies with this at-risk group offer a unique opportunity to ask whether and when early differences in development are evident in high-risk infants, and much of the research has explored whether some patterns are predictive of an ASD outcome (e.g., Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005; for reviews, see Jones et al., 2014, and Tager-Flusberg, 2010). On the other hand, two large-scale recent studies have redirected focus onto children who do not develop ASD (Messinger et al., 2013; Ozonoff et al., 2014), instead exploring how other patterns of early development might predict the range of possible outcomes, spanning typical development, developmental delays, and the broader autism phenotype (e.g., Baron-Cohen et al., 2001; Bolton et al., 1994).
A growing number of studies have examined visual attention to faces in at-risk infants during the first year of life, and the majority of results reveal similarities in visual scanning and attention to core features of the face in high- and low-risk infants (e.g., Dundas et al., 2012; Key & Stone, 2012; Merin, et al., 2007; Young et al., 2009), with significant group differences not emerging before 12 months (Jones & Klin, 2013). Only one study thus far has examined autonomic responses in high-risk infants to look for differences in physiological reactivity. Nyström and colleagues (Nyström et al., 2015) studied the pupillary light reflex (PLR) in 10-month-old infants at high risk for ASD. The PLR is an index of the integrity of the cholinergic system (for discussion, see Fotiou et al., 2009) that has shown abnormalities in children with ASD (Fan et al., 2009). Nyström et al. (2015) found that, while there were no pupil size differences between high-risk and low-risk infants during a baseline period, the high-risk group showed heightened sensitivity in the PLR, marked by stronger and faster responses.

Among studies with high-risk infants, several have longitudinally examined how early social attention might relate to later ASD outcome and development more generally. Young et al. (2009) examined face scanning at 6 months and ASD symptoms at 18 and 24 months and found no relations, though this study found that greater attention to the mouth at 6 months predicted higher levels of expressive language at 24 months (see also Elsabbagh et al., 2014 for a related finding). Work by de Klerk et al. (2014) also found relations between early eye-tracking measures and later social skills, with high-risk infants showing a significant negative association between looking to faces at 7 months in a face pop-out task and face recognition at 3 years of age. This finding might suggest that difficulties modulating attention and/or arousal in high-risk infants during the first year of life can lead to difficulties in social abilities in later development, but how this differs based on later outcome is not yet known, as all high-risk infants, regardless of outcome status, were included in this correlational analysis.

The present study aimed to extend previous work linking early development with non-ASD outcome by examining visual scanning and autonomic responses to socially-relevant stimuli in infants at risk for ASD during the first year of life. At 9 months, infant siblings of children with ASD were presented with static images of emotionally-salient faces, and gaze and pupil size were measured. Additionally, these infants were followed longitudinally and social-communicative behavior was measured at 18 months. The present study only included infants without a subsequent clinical diagnosis, allowing this work to focus on predicting variability in early social development that is not accounted for by a diagnosis of ASD or other non-spectrum disorder, with the goal of better understanding the range of outcomes observed in high-risk infants.

Two major questions were explored in the present study. The first question asked whether there are group differences between high- and low-risk infants in visual attention and autonomic responses while viewing emotional faces. Based on past work with high-risk infants (e.g., Key & Stone, 2012), few differences in visual scanning were expected between groups; however, predictions were less clear for autonomic activity, as measured by pupil size, since little work with high-risk infants has examined these physiological responses (though work by Nyström et al., 2015 studying reflexive pupil responses suggests group
differences could be found). An exploratory question was also posed regarding visual attention and pupil responses in each group of infants, specifically, how might these measures be correlated. The second major aim of the present study was to ask whether visual attention and pupil responses at 9 months predict social-communicative development at 18 months. Work with both high- and low-risk infants has found relations between early attention to faces and later social and language development (e.g., de Klerk et al., 2014; Wagner, Luyster, Yim, Tager-Flusberg, & Nelson, 2013; Young et al., 2009), so associations were predicted for both groups. Finally, while concurrent associations have been found between physiological responses and social ability in older individuals with ASD, this has not been examined longitudinally in high-risk infants, so there were no strong predictions for this analysis.

**Method**

**Participants**

The final sample consisted of 49 9-month-old infants: 20 low-risk controls (LRC) with a typically-developing older sibling and no family history of ASD (mean age = 280 days, \(SD = 9\) days; 13 male) and 29 infants at high risk for ASD (HRA) by virtue of having an older sibling diagnosed with ASD (mean age = 282 days, \(SD = 10\) days; 17 male). Family history of ASD was queried during a pre-enrollment phone screen. Diagnosis of ASD in the HRA proband (and confirmation that the LRC proband did not have ASD) was corroborated via parent report using an age-appropriate screener prior to enrollment: for probands over 4 years old, the Social Communication Questionnaire was used (SCQ; Rutter et al., 2003); for probands under 4 years old, the Pervasive Developmental Disorders Screening Test-II was used (PDDST-II; Siegel, 2004).

After this initial screening, participants were enrolled in a longitudinal infant sibling project and asked to participate regularly until 36 months in various tasks, with data collected through parent-report, behavioral, eye-tracking, electrophysiological, genetic, and fNIRS measures, some of which have already been discussed in other work (e.g., Keehn et al., 2013; Luyster et al., 2014; Nelson et al., 2015; Talbott et al., 2015). To be considered in the present sample, infants needed to participate at 9 months, be followed longitudinally, and have received an Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (Lord et al., 1999) assessment from a research-reliable experimenter at 24 or 36 months. Thirty-seven infants were excluded for a) not having a lab visit at 24 or 36 months (14 LRC, 15 HRA), or b) administration issues with standardized assessments (4 LRC; 4 HRA). Of the remaining infants, 17 were excluded for meeting the following two conditions: 1) met classification on the ADOS on their most recent visit at 24 or 36 months, and 2) received a clinical judgment of ASD or non-spectrum disorder (i.e., anxiety or developmental delays) by a staff clinician based on all available information (2 LRC, 15 HRA). With confirmation that all HRA infants did not have ASD or another disorder at their most recent lab visit at 24 or 36 months, this group is referred to as HRA- to indicate HRA infants who did not receive a clinical diagnosis. Table 1 illustrates scores on standardized assessments for the included sample of LRC and HRA-.
Twelve additional infants were excluded (7 LRC, 5 HRA-) because they accumulated insufficient eye-tracking data at their 9-month visit (less than 10% of the presentation time for one or more of the three emotion faces), due to movement outside of the appropriate spatial window for successful eye-tracking acquisition (left/right and forward/backward) and/or looks away from the screen. The use of a generous looking time criteria (minimum of 10% of time to each emotion) was intended to maximize the number of infants included and to account for the fact that this was the second eye-tracking task of the 9-month visit and included only static images with no attention-getters in between images. Included infants attended to the faces, on average, 40% of the time they were presented on the screen (i.e., mean time on faces was 7.9s out of 20s, \( SD = 3.2s \)). Project approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Boards of Boston Children’s Hospital and Boston University and informed consent was obtained from the parents of each infant participant.

**Stimuli**

Based on the procedure used by Peltola and colleagues (Peltola, Leppanen, Vogel-Farley, Hietanen, & Nelson, 2009), four female faces comprised the final stimulus set. Each infant saw color images of one of the four female faces expressing three different emotions: fearful (open mouth), happy (open mouth), and neutral (closed mouth; see Figure 1). The four female faces were taken from the NimStim library (Tottenham et al., 2009).

**Apparatus**

Infants were seated on a caregiver’s lap and presented with face images on a 17” TFT Tobii T60 monitor using Clearview software (Tobii Technology AB; www.tobii.com). The Tobii monitor recorded gaze and pupil diameter of both eyes at 60Hz based on the reflection of near-infrared light from the cornea and pupil. The monitor specifications include accuracy of 0.5 degrees of the visual angle, and a tolerance of head movements within the range of 44 \( \times \) 22 \( \times \) 30cm.

**Procedure**

As part of a battery of eye-tracking, electrophysiological, and behavioral measures at the 9-month visit, infants were brought into a dimly lit testing room and seated on their caregiver’s lap. Ambient lighting conditions were identical for all participants: the overhead light was off and a small desk lamp was illuminated behind a black curtain that hung behind the eye-tracking monitor. Infants were seated with their eyes positioned approximately 60 cm from the Tobii T60 monitor. Before the session began, a calibration procedure was used to confirm that the infant and monitor positions allowed for satisfactory gaze tracking. During calibration, a blue and white checkered sphere appeared in the four corners of the monitor and the center of the screen. Following the 5-location calibration procedure, the Clearview program reported whether the eye-tracker successfully tracked eye gaze in these five locations. If successful, the testing session began. If unsuccessful, infant position and monitor position were adjusted and calibration was repeated until successful calibration was achieved.

During testing, infants were presented with two blocks of three 10-second trials containing a female face expressing fearful, happy, and neutral expressions on the center of the screen.
The order of the three expressions was randomized across each of the two blocks, and infants were randomly assigned to see one of four female faces across all six trials (2 fearful, 2 happy, and 2 neutral trials). A blank screen preceded each face that was presented, and the interstimulus-interval varied depending on infant attention. The experimenter triggered stimulus presentation when the infant’s gaze was fixating on the blank screen in between trials. The faces measured 6.5” in height and 4” at their widest point. With infants positioned at 60 cm from the screen, this resulted in faces subtending a visual angle of roughly 9.7 degrees.

Social Communication Measure at 18 Months

When infants in the present sample were 18 months, parents were asked to complete the Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales Developmental Profile (CSBS-DP, Wetherby et al., 2002). The CSBS-DP is a norm-referenced measure used to capture the early communicative competence of young children, including 45 questions covering seven domains of social communication and symbolic development: emotion and eye gaze, communication, gestures, sounds, words, understanding, and object use. Scoring yields three composite scores: Social (comprised of the Emotion and Eye Gaze, Communication, and Gestures clusters), Speech (comprised of the Sounds and Words clusters) and Symbolic (comprised of the Understanding and Object Use clusters). An overall Total score, which captures performance across the three composites, is also obtained. Each raw score is assigned a standard score and percentile rank according to previously established norms (Wetherby et al., 2002).

Cognitive Assessment at 18 Months

The Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995) was administered by an experimenter during the lab visit at 18 months for LRC and HRA-. The MSEL evaluates cognitive functioning for children from birth to 68 months of age. Standardized domain scores (T-scores: $M = 50, SD = 10$) are calculated for five subtests (gross motor, fine motor, visual reception, receptive language, and expressive language), and these domain scores (excluding the gross motor subtest) are used to generate one overall composite score, termed the Early Learning Composite (ELC; $M = 100, SD = 15$).

Data Processing and Analyses

Infant eye-tracking at 9 months—Gaze and pupil data were collected throughout the testing session. Before these data were exported from the Clearview software, areas of interest (AOIs) were drawn to allow for subsequent analysis of duration of gaze and pupil diameter in conjunction with specific regions of the image. For each of the three emotional expressions, AOIs were drawn for the overall face, the eyes, and the mouth (see Figure 1). The size of the eyes AOI and the mouth AOI were kept constant across the three emotional expressions: the eyes AOI measured .94” tall × 2.98” wide, corresponding to a visual angle of 7.23 degrees with the infant seated 60 cm from the monitor; the mouth AOI measured 1” tall × 2” wide, corresponding to a visual angle of 4.85 degrees.

Eye-tracking data exported for each subject resulted in a series of text files containing information about the x and y coordinates and pupil diameter of the right and left eyes.
throughout the test session, with samples identified by the Clearview software when gaze fell within the pre-defined AOIs. Export settings in Clearview included a fixation radius of 10 pixels and a minimum fixation duration of 15 ms, effectively allowing identification of all samples of gaze data that fell in an AOI, since the sampling rate of 60Hz resulted in a sample every 16.7 ms. The present study focused on total samples in a given AOI rather than requiring minimum fixation lengths in order to give infant participants the best chance to contribute meaningful data without being penalized for potential sample loss by the eye-tracking system (for examples of developmental eye-tracking work looking at attention to AOIs independent of fixations, see Chawarska & Shic, 2009; de Klerk et al., 2014; Norwood et al., 2014).

A custom-made Python script (Python Programming Language; www.python.org) was used to extract duration of gaze and pupil diameter for each AOI for the three emotional faces. Duration of gaze was calculated for each trial as the total number of samples spent in each AOI. Duration of gaze was then combined for same-emotion trials to calculate total duration of gaze for each emotion for the overall face, eyes, and mouth, and from these values, proportion of time spent on the eyes and the mouth was calculated as a function of total time on the face.

Pupil diameter was calculated for each trial as the average pupil diameter while gaze fell within one of the three AOIs. Analysis of pupil responses focused on the face AOI, as this allowed for inclusion of all infants (i.e., if an infant spent no time on the mouth or eyes AOI for a given emotion, no pupil size could be calculated for that AOI for the infant and they would be excluded from an analysis of pupil size compared across the eye and mouth regions). A weighted average was used to combine pupil data across each child’s same-emotion trials. For example, if total gaze on the first trial fearful face was 2000 ms and pupil diameter was 3.5 mm, and if gaze to the second trial fearful face was 4000 ms and pupil diameter was 3.8 mm, the pupil diameter for the fearful face AOI was calculated as \((2000/(2000+4000)) \times 3.5 + (4000/(4000+2000)) \times 3.8\).

**CSBS-DP at 18 months**—The present analyses examined social and communicative development using the CSBS-DP percentile ranks for the Social composite score and the Total score. CSBS-DP scores were unavailable for a subset of children due to failure of parents to return the completed questionnaire (3 LRC, 3 HRA-).

**MSEL at 18 months**—The present analyses examined cognitive ability with the MSEL Early Learning Composite (ELC) score. MSEL ELC scores were unavailable for one HRA-child at 18 months due to administration issues.

**Results**

**Eye-tracking (9 Months)**

Eye-tracking results focused on three sets of analyses using group (LRC, HRA-) as a between-subjects variable and emotional expression (fearful, happy, neutral) as a within-subjects variable: 1) duration of time on the face AOI, 2) proportion of time on the eyes AOI and mouth AOI (calculated out of total time on the face AOI), and 3) pupil diameter in
response to the face AOI. These three analyses addressed the first major aim of the present work, exploring group differences in visual attention and autonomic activity in response to emotional faces. A preliminary regression analysis examined total time on the face AOIs as a predictor of average pupil diameter to the faces and found no significant influence ($\beta = .162$, $p = .27$). See Table 2 for raw gaze and pupil data, standardized gaze data, and skew and kurtosis for all eye-tracking variables for LRC and HRA- for each emotion.

**Duration of time on face**—A 3 (Emotion: fearful, happy, neutral) × 2 (Group: LRC, HRA-) repeated-measures ANOVA examining time on the face AOI resulted in no effect of emotion ($F(2,94) = .037$, $p = .96$), no effect of group ($F(1,47) = .57$, $p = .45$), and no interaction between emotion and group ($F(2,94) = .06$, $p = .94$). The two groups showed similar time spent looking to the faces (LRC: $M = 8380\text{ms}$, $SD = 3047$; HRA-: $M = 7635\text{ms}$, $SD = 3615$).

**Proportion of time on eyes and mouth**—Proportion of time on eyes and mouth (out of total time spent looking at the face) was examined using a 3 (Emotion: fearful, happy, neutral) × 2 (Region: eyes, mouth) × 2 (Group: LRC, HRA-) repeated-measures ANOVA, with emotion and region as the within-subjects factors and group as the between-subjects factor. A main effect of region was found, $F(1,47) = 60.77$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .56$, with a significantly greater proportion of time spent on the eyes ($M = .49$, $SD = .25$) than the mouth ($M = .10$, $SD = .13$). Additionally, a significant interaction between emotion and region was found, $F(2,94) = 8.48$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .15$. This interaction showed that while there was consistently greater attention to eyes than mouth overall (see Figure 2), for proportion of time spent on the eye region, infants showed significantly greater attention to eyes for fearful faces ($M = .54$, $SD = .27$) as compared to happy faces ($M = .44$, $SD = .28$; $t(48) = 3.94$, $p < .001$, $d = .37$) and marginally more attention to eyes for fearful faces as compared to neutral ($M = .48$, $SD = .27$; $t(48) = 1.95$, $p = .057$, $d = .22$). In contrast, for the mouth region, infants showed a significantly greater proportion of time for happy faces ($M = .14$, $SD = .17$) as compared to neutral faces ($M = .08$, $SD = .14$; $t(48) = 3.09$, $p = .003$, $d = .39$) and fearful faces ($M = .09$, $SD = .12$; $t(48) = 3.57$, $p = .001$, $d = .34$; see Figure 2). There were no other significant main effects (emotion: $R(2,94) = 2.48$, $p = .09$; group: $R(1,47) = .03$, $p = .86$) and no other significant interactions (emotion × group: $R(2,94) = .05$, $p = .95$; region × group: $R(1,47) = .07$, $p = .79$; emotion × region × group: $R(2,94) = .45$, $p = .64$).

**Pupil response to face**—A 3 (Emotion: fearful, happy, neutral) × 2 (Group: LRC, HRA-) repeated-measures ANOVA examined pupil size while viewing the face AOI. Results revealed a main effect of group, $R(1,47) = 5.69$, $p = .021$, $\eta^2_p = .11$, with HRA- showing larger pupil size ($M = 3.43$, $SD = .56$) as compared to LRC ($M = 3.09$, $SD = .36$). There was no main effect of emotion ($R(2,94) = .47$, $p = .63$) or interaction between emotion and group ($R(2,94) = .074$, $p = .93$).

**Relations between face scanning and pupil size**—A set of correlations examined the relations at 9 months between visual attention and pupil size for LRC and HRA- separately. The face scanning measures included 1) average time on faces, 2) average proportion of time on eyes, and 3) average proportion of time on mouth. The pupil measure
was average pupil size to faces. For LRC, significant positive associations were found between average pupil size and attention to faces ($r(18) = .65, p = .002$; see Figure 3) and proportion of time on eyes ($r(18) = .45, p = .045$). In HRA-, no significant associations were found.

**Associations Between Eye-tracking (9 Months) and CSBS-DP (18 Months)**

To address the second major aim of the present study, which asked whether early eye-tracking measures are associated with later social-communicative development, a series of correlations were performed to examine the relations between gaze and pupil responses to faces at 9 months and social-communicative behavior as assessed through the CSBS-DP at 18 months. The face scanning and pupil measures were identical to those included in the prior correlations. The CSBS-DP measures included percentile rank for 1) the social composite score and 2) the total score. Partial correlations, controlling for IQ using the MSEL ELC score at 18 months, were run between eye-tracking measures and CSBS-DP measures separately for each group. Additionally, regression models were run separately for each group with all four eye-tracking variables and the MSEL ELC as predictors of CSBS-DP scores.

For the correlational analyses, in LRC, a significant positive relation was found between proportion of time spent on the eyes at 9 months and CSBS-DP social scores at 18 months, $r(14) = .51, p = .044$. Analyses with HRA- infants showed a significant negative correlation between pupil size in response to faces at 9 months and CSBS-DP total scores at 18 months, $r(22) = -.47, p = .021$ (see Figure 4). No other associations were significant. Table 3 presents all correlations found for LRC and HRA-.

Regression analyses were used to predict CSBS-DP scores from the eye-tracking variables of interest. For both LRC and HRA-, MSEL ELC was a significant positive predictor of CSBS-DP total scores (LRC: $\beta = .62, p = .01$; HRA-: $\beta = .50, p = .008$) and was therefore included in the model as a control variable. In HRA-, pupil response was a significant negative predictor of CSBS-DP total scores after controlling for the other eye-tracking variables and the MSEL ELC ($\beta = -.37, p = .042$). No other predictors were significant for CSBS-DP total scores for either group. For CSBS-DP social scores, regression analyses showed MSEL ELC as a marginal positive predictor for HRA- ($\beta = .43, p = .053$). In LRC, proportion of time on eyes was a marginal positive predictor of CSBS-DP social scores ($\beta = .64, p = .09$). No other predictors were significant for CSBS-DP social scores for either group ($p > .34$).

To further explore the significant relation between pupil size at 9 months and CSBS-DP total score at 18 months in HRA- but not LRC, a univariate ANOVA was conducted. CSBS-DP total score was the dependent variable, and group and pupil size, as well as the interaction between these two variables, were tested as potential explanatory variables. This model found a significant interaction between group and average pupil response, $R^2 = 5.64, p = .023, \eta^2 = .13$, confirming that the relation between pupil responses at 9 months and CSBS-DP total scores at 18 months differs for LRC and HRA-. For the remaining explanatory factors, group was a marginal predictor of CSBS-DP total scores ($p = .053$; see
Table 1 for overall comparisons between LRC and HRA- on the CSBS-DP), but pupil size on its own was not a significant predictor ($p = .35$).

**Discussion**

In the present study we focused on two groups of infants who were followed longitudinally and received no clinical judgment of ASD or non-spectrum disorder at their most recent visit at 24 or 36 months: 1) infants with an older sibling with ASD (HRA-) and 2) infants with a typically-developing older sibling (LRC). By studying infants with and without familial risk for ASD who did not receive a subsequent clinical outcome, our findings focus on variability that is subclinical in nature and could therefore reflect an endophenotype in the HRA-infants. Scanning and pupil diameter in response to emotional faces was examined at 9 months and social-communicative behavior was examined at 18 months, and the following findings were revealed: 1) HRA- and LRC infants showed no differences in scanning patterns to emotionally-salient faces; 2) 9-month-old infants in both groups showed greater attention to eyes than mouths, and within each region, attention differed by emotion; 3) HRA- showed larger pupil size than LRC in response to emotional faces, 4) LRC infants at 9 months showed positive associations between pupil size and attention to face and eyes, and 5) associations between early eye-tracking measures and later social-communicative behavior revealed that HRA- infants showed a negative association between 9-month pupil size in response to faces and 18-month social-communicative outcome after controlling for IQ.

Studies with unaffected siblings in adolescence have shown atypicalities in behavioral and neural attention to faces akin to individuals with ASD (e.g., Dalton et al., 2007; Spencer et al., 2011); however the present study shows that HRA- and LRC infants show no overall differences in visual attention to faces, including attention to the eyes and mouth. This finding is in line with prior work with 6- to 11-month HRA infants showing similar attention to eyes, mouth, and faces overall as compared to LRC during viewing of static faces (Dundas et al., 2012; Key & Stone, 2012) and face-to-face interactions (Merin et al., 2007). Based on recent work by Jones and Klin (2013), it might be hypothesized that changes in attention over time would be a stronger measure for distinguishing groups based on a single visual attention measure, and future research should examine emergent differences in scanning patterns over the first year of life.

Consistent with past work, the present study found that when infants viewed static images of faces, they spent more time scanning the eyes than the mouth (e.g., Haith et al., 1977; Maurer & Salapatek, 1976; Peltola, Leppanen, Vogel-Farley, Hietanen, & Nelson, 2009; Wagner, Luyster, Yim, Tager-Flusberg, & Nelson, 2013). Further, it was found that attention to the eyes and mouth was modulated by the emotional expression being viewed. For looking to eyes, infants showed greatest attention to fearful faces; however, for the mouth, they showed greatest attention for happy faces. This work contributes to reports in infants, preschoolers, and adults that point to contrasting attention for positive versus negative emotional expressions (Hunnius et al., 2011; de Wit et al., 2008). For example, work by de Wit et al. (2008) found that typically-developing preschoolers, as well as those with ASD, spend more time on the eyes for negative emotions as compared with positive ones.
theorizing that these differential scanning patterns could reflect attention to the areas conveying information most relevant for a particular emotional expression (i.e., the mouth for a happy expression; see also Dimberg & Petterson, 2000).

While several researchers have found atypicalities in autonomic responses in children and adolescents with ASD (e.g., Anderson & Colombo, 2009; Anderson et al., 2013; Bal et al., 2010; Hirstein et al., 2001; Joseph et al., 2008; Nuske, Vivanti, & Dissanayake, 2014; Nuske, Vivanti, Hudry, & Dissanayake, 2014; Van Hecke et al., 2009), only Nyström et al. (2015) has looked at autonomic activity in infants at high risk for developing ASD. Their study found heightened sensitivity in the PLR in a group of 10-month-old HRA infants as compared to LRC. The present study also found differences in pupil responses, with 9-month-old HRA- showing significantly larger pupil diameter when viewing emotionally-salient faces as compared to LRC. Non-reflexive pupillary responses have been discussed in terms of both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system, with increased pupil diameter found in relation to 1) emotionally-arousing stimuli (e.g., Bradley et al., 2008; Siegle et al., 2003), processes mediated by the sympathetic nervous system, and 2) increased cognitive load or attention (e.g., Porter et al., 2007; Siegle et al., 2004), processes mediated by the parasympathetic nervous system. Work by Bradley et al. (2008) presented neurotypical adults with emotional faces while monitoring pupil diameter, heart rate, and skin conductance. By measuring pupil responses alongside two other measures of autonomic activity, Bradley et al. (2008) confirmed that pupil diameter in response to emotionally-salient faces is moderated by the sympathetic nervous system. Based on this past work, our finding suggests that larger pupil size in HRA- infants is related to heightened reactivity/arousal in sympathetic responses; however, future developmental studies will need to look at additional measures of autonomic functioning in order to identify the sympathetic and/or parasympathetic influences on emotional face processing in infants and young children.

In addition to increased pupil size in response to emotional faces in HRA- at 9 months as a group, a series of correlational tests revealed that HRA- infants with larger pupil size at 9 months showed lower social-communicative functioning at 18 months, pointing to a mechanism by which over-arousal in response to emotionally-salient stimuli might lead to cascading difficulties in social development for this high risk group. No previous work has examined predictive relations between autonomic arousal and later social abilities in unaffected siblings of children with ASD, however several studies have found concurrent relations between these measures in older children and adolescents with ASD, and together, this work suggests that successful modulation of sympathetic responses relates to better social functioning (e.g., Bal et al., 2010; Joseph et al., 2008; Van Hecke et al., 2009). Studies of the structure and function of the amygdala have also found associations between activation of the amygdala to faces and visual social attention (Dalton et al., 2005) as well as between the size of the amygdala and ASD symptomology (Schumann et al., 2009). Overall, this body of work with individuals with ASD raises questions of whether the regulation of these neural and physiological responses might not only have an impact on emotional reactivity during social situations, but whether individual differences in these responses might be associated with variability in social-communicative functioning (Van Hecke et al., 2009).
One additional notable finding from the present study was a positive association between pupil size and attention to face and eyes in 9-month-old LRC. While HRA- and LRC infants did not differ in overall attention to faces, individual differences among LRC showed that larger pupil size throughout the viewing of emotional faces was associated with greater time spent on the face and greater attention to the eyes. This finding suggests that LRC infants who have higher states of physiological arousal are more actively seeking out social information on the screen. Interestingly, in preschoolers with ASD, Nuske and colleagues (Nuske, Vivanti, & Dissanayake, 2014) found similar concurrent associations between amplitude of pupil responses and visual attention to face and eyes when viewing a familiar face expressing fear, while research on adolescents with ASD by Wagner et al. (Wagner, Hirsch, Vogel-Farley, Redcay, & Nelson, 2013) found a positive association between pupil size while viewing emotionally-salient faces and looking to the mouth region, a potential sign of aversion to eye gaze. These findings and the findings of others (e.g., Joseph et al., 2008) suggest that while heightened arousal might be adaptive in motivating social attention in typically-developing populations, hyperarousal in individuals with ASD, as well as those who share genetic risk, might lead to a decrease in successful social attention and functioning.

One important limitation of the present work is that there was no consistent baseline period administered during the eye-tracking session and therefore very little pre-task pupil data was available. Future work should include a fixed baseline period, allowing for more robust measures of baseline autonomic activation that could then be used to calculate a pupil difference score between baseline and task. Relatedly, with a difference in luminance levels between the inter-stimulus interval (i.e., the white screen) and the face stimuli on the white background, as well as differences in luminance levels between the testing room and the screen with the face stimuli, the present pupil findings might have been influenced by PLRs, as pupil size was calculated by averaging across all pupil data for looking in the face AOI for a given 10-second trial. Unlike studies with adults where participants can be instructed to remain still and maintain gaze on the screen for the duration of a trial, infant attention is less consistent (i.e., as reported above, infants spent, on average, 40% of their time attending to the faces). Without video recordings of infant behavior, to accompany eye-tracking data in the present study, there was no systematic way to determine if lost data samples within a given trial were due to an infant looking off the screen vs. an infant moving out of view of the eye-tracker while still looking at the face, among other possibilities. These lost samples make it difficult to identify when PLRs might be occurring, both those related to stimulus onset and those related to infant shifts of gaze off screen and back to the stimuli. With the findings of Nyström et al. (2015) showing stronger PLRs in HRA, it is important for future infant eye-tracking work to utilize advanced analysis methods alongside video recordings to separately examine the contributions of reflexive pupil responses and the contributions of content-driven pupil responses.

An additional limitation was that the present study did not quantitatively verify the calibration accuracy of the eye-tracker for each participant, and future studies should consider this important step to reach higher precision and robustness within the eye-tracking data. Finally, for the present analyses, it was deemed too conservative to correct the
correlations for multiple comparisons based on the sample size, so follow-up work with larger samples will be needed to extend the correlational results.

The current work offers an important contribution to our understanding of how autonomic responses relate to the range of outcomes observed in unaffected family members of children with ASD (Bolton et al., 1994). This includes both heightened states of physiological arousal and predictive relations between this autonomic arousal in infancy and social-communicative difficulties nine months later. This predictive relation provides an important starting point for understanding mechanisms by which some unaffected siblings show more subclinical characteristics of ASD than others. Future work should continue to delineate the role of early autonomic responsivity in predicting later social difficulties as well as more ASD-specific characteristics.
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Figure 1.
Examples of the fearful, happy, and neutral facial expressions used from the NimStim set with the face, eyes, and mouth AOIs drawn.
Figure 2.
Proportion of time looking to the eyes and mouth for HRA- and LRC. There were no group differences or interactions with group. Overall, infants spent a significantly greater proportion of time scanning the eyes than the mouth ($p < .001$), and this varied as a function of emotional expression ($p < .001$). For the eye region, infants showed greater attention for fearful faces than happy faces. For the mouth region, infants showed greater attention for happy faces than both neutral and fearful faces. Error bars represent standard error.
Figure 3.
Correlation between average duration of time spent on the face and average pupil size in response to emotional faces at 9 months for LRC and HRA-. LRC showed a significant positive association, $r(18)= .65$, $p = .002$, with larger pupil diameter associated with increased attention to the face. HRA- showed no significant relation ($p = .79$).
Figure 4. Correlation between average pupil size in response to emotional faces at 9 months and CSBS-DP total percentile score at 18 months for LRC and HRA- after partialing out MSEL ELC at 18 months. HRA- showed a significant negative association, \( r(22) = -0.47, p = .021 \), with larger pupil diameter at 9 months associated with worse social-communicative outcomes at 18 months. LRC showed no significant relation \( (p = .95) \).
Table 1
Sample means (standard deviations) on standardized tests for LRC and HRA-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>LRC</th>
<th>HRA</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSBS-DP (18 months)</td>
<td>n = 17</td>
<td>n = 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Percentile</td>
<td>73.47 (19.78)</td>
<td>48.92 (29.08)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>25–99</td>
<td>2–99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Percentile</td>
<td>72.59 (22.49)</td>
<td>44.73 (30.87)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18–94</td>
<td>3–98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSEL (18 months)</td>
<td>n = 20</td>
<td>n = 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELC</td>
<td>107.60 (14.62)</td>
<td>102.14 (14.07)</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>78–133</td>
<td>72–125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOS Module 1</td>
<td>n = 5</td>
<td>n = 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Total</td>
<td>1.20 (1.30)</td>
<td>1.50 (.71)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–2</td>
<td>0–2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Total</td>
<td>1.40 (1.67)</td>
<td>2.20 (1.48)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–4</td>
<td>0–5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc+Comm Total</td>
<td>2.60 (2.70)</td>
<td>3.70 (1.83)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–6</td>
<td>2–7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOS Module 2</td>
<td>n = 15</td>
<td>n = 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Total</td>
<td>1.07 (1.10)</td>
<td>1.89 (1.85)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–6</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Total</td>
<td>1.13 (1.13)</td>
<td>2.21 (2.44)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–4</td>
<td>0–9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc+Comm Total</td>
<td>2.20 (1.74)</td>
<td>4.11 (3.90)</td>
<td>.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–6</td>
<td>0–17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LRC: Low-risk controls; HRA-: High-risk autism with no clinical diagnosis; CSBS-DP: Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales - Developmental Profile; MSEL: Mullen Scales of Early Learning; ELC: Early Learning Composite; ADOS: Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; ADOS data are from the most recent ADOS administration (either 24 or 36 months). Final sample included n = 20 for LRC and n = 29 for HRA-; CSBS-DP at 18mo missing for three LRC and three HRA-; MSEL at 18mo missing for one HRA- (see Method for more detail).
### Table 2

Mean (SD), skewness, kurtosis for gaze and pupil data in LRC and HRA- for each emotion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LRC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>HRA-</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fearful</td>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Fearful</td>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil to Face</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw size in mm</td>
<td>3.08 (.39)</td>
<td>3.10 (.35)</td>
<td>3.09 (.36)</td>
<td>3.41 (.53)</td>
<td>3.43 (.58)</td>
<td>3.32 (.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>.30; −1.04</td>
<td>.58; −.85</td>
<td>.37; −.75</td>
<td>.012; −.74</td>
<td>.16; −.83</td>
<td>.23; −.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on Face</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw time in ms</td>
<td>8382 (3426)</td>
<td>8261 (4108)</td>
<td>8497 (3728)</td>
<td>7518 (4114)</td>
<td>7716 (4222)</td>
<td>7669 (3813)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>.43; −.17</td>
<td>.87; −.17</td>
<td>.08; −.48</td>
<td>.75; −.02</td>
<td>.83; −.26</td>
<td>.84; .12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized %</td>
<td>.42 (.17)</td>
<td>.41 (.21)</td>
<td>.42 (.19)</td>
<td>.38 (.21)</td>
<td>.39 (.21)</td>
<td>.38 (.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>.43; −.17</td>
<td>.87; −.17</td>
<td>.08; −.48</td>
<td>.75; −.02</td>
<td>.83; −.26</td>
<td>.84; .12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on Eyes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw time in ms</td>
<td>4685 (3541)</td>
<td>3933 (7341)</td>
<td>4185 (3866)</td>
<td>4548 (3887)</td>
<td>3497 (3621)</td>
<td>4016 (3021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>.90; .53</td>
<td>1.38; 2.99</td>
<td>1.30; 51</td>
<td>1.65; 2.54</td>
<td>2.11; 4.29</td>
<td>.89; .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized %</td>
<td>.52 (.30)</td>
<td>.44 (.28)</td>
<td>.47 (.29)</td>
<td>.56 (.26)</td>
<td>.44 (.28)</td>
<td>.49 (.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>.08; −1.15</td>
<td>.27; −.42</td>
<td>.28; −1.34</td>
<td>−.38; −.66</td>
<td>.33; −1.22</td>
<td>−.08; −.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on Mouth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw time in ms</td>
<td>640 (962)</td>
<td>1005 (1224)</td>
<td>716 (1519)</td>
<td>598 (934)</td>
<td>1305 (2121)</td>
<td>777 (1360)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>1.57; 1.12</td>
<td>1.25; .37</td>
<td>2.70; 7.00</td>
<td>2.21; 4.43</td>
<td>2.88; 9.21</td>
<td>2.40; 5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized %</td>
<td>.10 (.15)</td>
<td>.14 (.17)</td>
<td>.09 (.17)</td>
<td>.08 (.09)</td>
<td>.15 (.18)</td>
<td>.08 (.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew; Kurtosis</td>
<td>1.59; 1.63</td>
<td>1.47; 1.97</td>
<td>2.39; 5.31</td>
<td>1.10; −11</td>
<td>1.28; 1.01</td>
<td>2.68; 8.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LRC: Low-risk controls; HRA-: High-risk autism with no clinical diagnosis; For Time on Face, Standardized % is time on face divided by total time each face was presented (2 × 10 sec = 20 sec per emotion); For Time on Eyes and Time on Mouth, Standardized % is time on eyes/mouth divided by total time on face.
### Table 3
Correlations between visual scanning at 9 months, pupil responses at 9 months, and CSBS scores at 18 months for LRC and HRA-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pupil Response to Face at 9 months</th>
<th>CSBS at 18 months</th>
<th>CSBS Social Percentile</th>
<th>CSBS Total Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LRC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on Face</td>
<td>.65 (.002)**</td>
<td>.23 (.40)</td>
<td>−.03 (.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. on Eyes</td>
<td>.45 (.045)*</td>
<td>.51 (.044) *</td>
<td>.12 (.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. on Mouth</td>
<td>−.36 (.12)</td>
<td>−.14 (.61)</td>
<td>−.44 (.092)^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil to Face</td>
<td></td>
<td>.23 (.39)</td>
<td>.02 (.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HRA-</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on Face</td>
<td>.05 (.79)</td>
<td>.10 (.64)</td>
<td>.13 (.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. on Eyes</td>
<td>−.02 (.92)</td>
<td>−.03 (.89)</td>
<td>.24 (.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. on Mouth</td>
<td>.17 (.37)</td>
<td>.06 (.79)</td>
<td>−.13 (.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil to Face</td>
<td>−.18 (.40)</td>
<td>−.47 (.021)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LRC: Low-risk controls; HRA-: High-risk autism with no clinical diagnosis; CSBS: Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales. All eye-tracking variables averaged across the three emotional faces. Mullen Scales of Early Learning Early Learning Score (MSEL ELC) partialed out of all CSBS correlations. Correlations (r) shown with p-value in parentheses.

^ p<0.1

* p<0.05

** p<0.025
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